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Analytically derived switching functions for exact H, + eigenstates
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Department ofChemistry, University ofAlberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G2G2
S. K. Knudson
Department ofChemistry, University ofCentral Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816
(Received 16 March 1981)
Electron translation factors (ETF's) appropriate for slow atomic collisions may be constructed using switching
functions. In this paper we derive a set of switching functions for the H, + system by an analytical "two-center
decomposition" of the exact molecular eigenstates. These switching functions are closely approximated by the
simple form f= tanhby, where y is the "angle variable" of prolate spheroidal coordinates. For given united atom
angular momentum quantum numbers (l,m), the characteristic parameter b, depends only on the quantity
c' = —eR'/2, where e is the electronic binding energy and R the internuclear distance in a.u. The resulting
parameters are in excellent agreement with those found in our earlier work by a heuristic "optimization" scheme
based on a study of coupling matrix-element behavior for a number of H, + states. An approximate extension to
asymmetric cases (HeH'+) has also been made. Nonadiabatic couplings based on these switching functions have been
used in recent close-coupling calculations for H+-H (1s) collisions and He'+-H (1s) collisions at energies 1.0 —20
keV.
I. MOLECULAR-STATE TRANSLATION FACTORS
To satisfy scattering boundary conditions and
translational invariance requirements in atomic-
collision problems, electronic basis functions
must include a description of electron transla-
tion due to nuclear motion with respect to the
reference origin chosen for electron coordinates. ' '
In applications of the perturbed-stationary-states
(PSS) method, inclusion of these electron trans-
lation factors (ETF's) is especially important,
since they produce substantial corrections to the
nonadiabatic couplings responsible for electronic
transitions, and their neglect results in couplings
which can depend strongly on the choice of refer-
ence origin and exhibit incorrect, unphysical
behavior.
For basis functions centered on a single nu-
cleus (e.g. , atomic orbitals), the proper ETF's
are uniquely and simply defined""" (as in Ref.
12, we call these single-center or Bates-McCar-
roll ETF's). But for basis states with genuinely
molecular, tsoo-center character, choice of an
appropriate ETF is more problematic, since the
electron is partially "attached" to both nuclei.
For asymmetric systems, each molecular state
is asymptotically correlated to one atomic state,
and it has been frequent practice to associate with
each such state the Bates-McCarroll ETF proper
to the corresponding atomic state.""" This
guarantees that asymptotic boundary conditions
and translational invariance requirements are
met, and removes the more obvious defects from
PSS coupling matrix elements (such as constant
values as lt -~), so a formally correct theory is
obtained. However, it often happens that a state
asymptotically correlated to one center acquires
substantial two-center character at finite inter-
nuclear separations; a good example is the 2PO
orbital in the HeH" system, which corresponds
asymptotically to He" +H (Is), but has very large
contributions from He'(2s, 2P)+ H' at finite it val-
ues." In such a case it seems clear that a single-
center ETF, though correct for the asymptotic
state, is physically inappropriate at finite dis-
tances.
For symmetric systems (e.g. , H;) a further
complication arises because the molecular states
have g or u symmetry and do not correlate in
one-to-one fashion with atomic states on a single
center. It is possible to correct the asymptotic
behavior and meet translational invariance by
defining linear combinations of pairs of g and
u states which correspond asymptotically to single-
center states, associating to these fragments
the corresponding Bates-McCarroll ETF's, and
recombining the fragments to give "molecular
states. """"'"However, the same physical criti-
cism may be made as before —is the combination
of a pair of g and u molecular states really a
single-center state at finite internuclear separa-
tions? Moreover, it can be shown that such a
scheme is simply an approximate way to simulate
the effects of a switching function (cf. Sec. II G).
Thorson and Delos"' have shown that ETF's
appropriate for molecular states can be construc-
ted using su&itching functions "" In effe. ct, these
describe an electron translation which is a func-
tion of the electron's local behavior; alternatively
they can be viewed as defining a local reference
origin for an electron adapted to its "degree of
attachment" to one or the other of the nuclei. 'The
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resulting formulation meets all requirements of
translational invariance and scattering boundary
conditions. Bates-McCarroll ETF's for one-
center states are effectively recovered as a special
limiting case, but the flexibility in the switching
function permits ETF's to reflect the two-center
character in a molecular state. Symmetric and
asymmetric systems can be treated on a common
footing and the resulting basis states have rigor-
ous g or u symmetry.
Formulation of collision theory with ETF's
based on switching functions does not place con-
straints on these functions, other than those im-
posed by asymptotic boundary conditions (i.e. ,
as internuclear distance R -, a switching func-
tion f must have the effective limiting values
f = —1 in any finite neighborhood of nucleus
A and f =+ 1 in any finite neighborhood of nu-
cleus B [see Eqs. (2.34), Ref. 6]). This arbi-
trariness in f is formally irrelevant, since, pro-
vided the expansion basis used is complete, the
resulting scattering amplitudes must be invariant
to the choice used for f. In real life, though, with
basis sets which are finite and far from complete,
the selection of appropriate switching functions is
an important problem. PSS coupling matrix ele-
ments can be very sensitive to the choice taken
for f, both for couplings between discrete states
and, markedly, for ionizing transitions. " The
differences in couplings can produce significant
differences in computed excitation cross sections
for individual states, and also affect total cross
sections (to lesser extent); moreover, results
as a function of increasing basis size may appear
to "converge" on different limits for different
choices for f. Work recently completed in this
laboratory"'" gives examples of all these effects
and provides the practical motivation for studies
of the sort presented here.
The formulation of Refs. 6 and 7 assumes that a
single switching function may be used for all elec-
tronic states of a given system, and at least one
collision study has been reported, based on this
assumption, ' but there is a great deal of evi-
dence which shows that switching functions which
are distinct for each molecular state are more
appropriate. '"" A formulation based on this more
general assumption has been given by Delos and
Thorson" in the framework of a classical-tra-
jectory col.lision theory; more recentl. y, Delos"
has extended the formulation to a fully quantum-
mechanical framework, and a somewhat different
formulation with such features has been given
by Green. " It can be shown that the non-Hermi-
tian character of nonadiabatic coupling matrix
elements which results from different f's for
different states is required to maintain probability
conservation"'"; it is not correct to replace the
distinct forward and reverse couplings by their
Hermitian averages as has sometimes been
done ~~& ~7
Formal variational principles may be used to
obtain conditions for optimum ETF's for a given
electronic basis set, and Riley and Green" have
employed the Euler-Lagrange method to do this.
Using ETF's of single-center type, but with vari-
able parameters, they show that the Bates-Mc-
Carroll ETF's are obtained as the exact solutions
when atomic functions are the basis states, and
they obtain coupled equations valid when ETF's
of this type are associated with more general
(molecular) basis states. " In principle, their
scheme can be extended to obtain conditions for
optimum ETF's based on switching functions, "'"
but the resulting systems of coupled equations
appeared to us to be too complicated for conven-
ient application in the context of our present
studies.
One scheme for selecting switching functions for
molecular states is based on the fact that the non-
adiabatic couplings from a bound molecular state
to continuum states are extremely sensitive to
variations in the switching function used. For
one-electron systems (H2' and HeH~), Rankin
and Thorson" used a switching function of the
form
f„=tanh[P„R (q —go" )]
for the molecular state g„, where q= (r„rs )/R-,
and P„, g~~ are parameters which may depend
on R. For each bound state they found that there
are specific values for P„and g," which spectacu-
larly reduce the magnitudes of couplings to all
continuum states (relative to uncorrected PSS
values), except for the first few partial waves.
'The "optimum parameters" so obtained depend
neither upon the energy or other properties of
the continuum states involved, nor upon the type
of coupling considered (radial or angular). Rela-
tive to uncorrected PSS values, couplings to highex
continuum partial waves are reduced by factors
10'-10'. 'The implication is that the switching
functions obtained are in some way characteristic
of the bound states involved.
Unpublished work in this laboratory (by Kimura)
has extended such studies to discrete-discrete-
state couplings, with partial success. Some fami-
lies of coupling elements (notably those to sequen-
ces of Rydberg states) show a strong sensitivity
to switching function variations simil. ar to that
exhibited by continuum couplings, but other coup-
lings are relatively insensitive, or have an ir-
regular behavior complicated by the existence of
nodal zeroes in the matrix elements. Neverthe-
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less, it is possible to obtain general confirmation
of the optimum parameters found by Rankin and
Thorson; when the effects on both discrete- and
continuum-state couplings are considered, the
values obtained for P„ tend to be somewhat l.arger
(-5—10% at most) than those of Ref. 11, and have
a slightly larger uncertainty. (In one case, 3do,
a quite different set of P values is found from a
study of the discrete-state couplings, and reexam-
ination of the continuum couplings shows that a
secondary minimum occurs for this case at these
values. )
While these results are strongly suggestive,
the procedux'e used to obtain them is heuristic
and has not been derived formally from any vari-
ational principle. " Moreover, the calculations
involved are extensive and are only feasible for
the exactly solvable one-electron systems. It
would be an important advance if these "charac-
teristic switching functions" could be deduced
directly in some well-defined way from an analysis
of the bound states themselves, and in this paper
we show that this can be done.
Still anothex' approach to the construction of
a molecular-state switching function has been
given in Ref. 12; it is based on the fact that the
proper ETF for an atomic (single-center) orbital
is uniquely defined. Let us assume that mole-
cular orbitals g„can be expressed as linear. com-
binations of atomic orbitals (Qj (LCAO-MO),
where the transformation U is invertible. Then,
the requirement that the physical description of
a collision in the molecular-state basis shall
be identical in the low-velocity limit to that ob-
tained in the supporting atomic-state basis, leads
to a definition of the switching function f„ for
state g„ as
f„4„=g ~„„f.4., (3
where f„=-1 if Q„ is centered on nucleus A,
and f„=+1 if Q„ is centered on B. This shows
how a switching function reflects a local "de-
gree of attachment" to one or the other center,
indicates that, in general, it will be different
for each molecular state, and also provides a
rationalization for the form used in Eq. (1): A
simple LCAO-MO approximation to the 1se~
state of H, is
=C(e '~+e 's)
and this gives [via Eq. (3}]
(with P= 0.5 as R ~; the heuristic method de-
scribed earlier yields P = 0.45—0.46 at R = 12.0
a.u. ).
Equation (3) gives a consistent definition of
switching functions for molecular states exP/icitly
constructed by the LCAO procedure from one-
center states gs g stgrt jpgg poj~t, but it says noth-
ing about either the gdequacp or the uniqueness
of the LCAO expansion [Eq. (2)] as a representa-
tion of a molecular state. In particular, for one-
electron systems like H, ' or HeH~ where we know
the molecular states exactly, the failings of LCAO
expansions in these respects become quite evi-
dent. In other unpublished work (by Knudson) we
have studied LCAO expansions of the exact H,
states (Iso~, 2Pc„) in an effort to deduce switching
functions via Eq. (3). The results were as follows.
(1) Variational calculations were performed
for the 1so, state using up to 10-12 0, L| AO-
MQ's with variable orbital exponents. Although
the calculated energies are accurate to more than
eight significant figures, the wave function on
the internuclear axis is represented to only 5-
10% accuracy for 2.0«R «8.0 a.u. Moreover,
for R & 2.0 a.u. , redundancy in the basis set be-
comes increasingly severe, and the resulting
instability of the expansion coefficients in Eq.
(2) leads to a much greater instability in Eq. (3).
For R ) 2.0 a.u. , however, the ssuitching func
tion obtained agrees closely (5% or better) with
that found by the heuristic optimization process
described previously —and the computed coupling
matrix elements are also in similar agreement.
(2) For the 2pc„state, variational calculations
were performed using up to 8 o„LCAO-MQ's
with variable orbital exponents (if additional
basis functions are used, instability due to basis-
setredundancybecomessevere). Againthecom-
puted energies are very accurate, but the wave func-
tion is reproduced even more poorly than for 1',
(-25%%uq or more error on the internuclear axis for
4 = R «8 a.u. ) and severe redundancy and/or stability
problems appear for R&4 a.u. For R & 4 a.u. ,
an approximate switching function can be deduced
via Eq. (3), but since the 2pu„state has a node at
g= 0, this has a completely different form from
that of Eq. (1); in particular, it is singular at
g= 0. Nevertheless the resulting coup/ing matrix
elements agree reasonably well with those com-
puted using the switching function of form (1)
found by the heuristic optimization scheme, for
internuclear separations R & 6 a.u. For R & 6
a.u. , howevex, they diverge from and become
much larger than the optimized couplings.
From these studies we concluded that Eq. (3}
provides important insight about the nature of switch-
ing functions but cannot be used as a rigorous
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scheme for constructing them from molecular
states as a starting point; in particular, there
are difficulties with Eq. (3) (especially as 8- 0)
if the wave function has zeroes on the internuclear
axis.
In this paper me show that an anal. ytical "tmo-
eenter decomposition" of the exact molecular
states of H, can be made along lines suggested
by Eq. (3}; this decomposition is based on a dif-
ferent analytical form for the "angular" part of
the separable wave function from those commonly
used. 'The decomposition leads to mell-defined
switching functions for each state, whose form
is closely approximated by Eq. (1), and, more-
over, the values of parameters P determined by
this analysis are in excel.lent agreement with
those found using the heuristic optimization
scheme described above. The same ideas may
be extended in an approximate way to asymmetric
systems (e.g. , HeH~) and we briefly describe
this extension in See. III.
II. ANALYSIS
As is meB knomn, the tmo-center Coulomb prob-
l.em is separable in prolate spheroidal coordinates
(1~ g&~; —1&@&1; 0& $&2v). $ is analogous
to a radius, and information about two-center de-
composition miB be found only in the "angular",
wave function 8(q), which obeys the equation
of b»(g) on similar lines.
Solutions to Eq. (4) in the form"'I
8,„(g)=exp(ac@) f d~™P»'(q)
4 Qmi
lead to a three-term recursion relation for the
coefficients (d»'") (commonly used to determine
eigenvalues in the asymmetric case). A simple
reflection rule connects the coefficients d~ for
an expansion using e '" as a prefactor, to those
for one using e"". However, it is well known~ "
that Eqs. (6) give poorly convergent represen-
tations of the eigenfunctions, especially as 8 in-
creases; expansions l.ike
(~) g b twas»l ml (~) (7)
gai mf
or a power series for b,„(q), are used instead. ""
The evident asymmetry of the expansions (6)
suggests the reason for their poor convergence.
They are analogous to one-center expansions,
respectively, about q = a 1 (B,A), and the well-
known difficulties of one-center LCAO expan-
sions are also latent here. A form in which con-
tributions from both centers are present on an
equal footing is needed for an "even-tempered"
expansion. The simplest LCAO-MO approxima-
tion. gives us the zero-order form
0& eoshb
(4)
Here m is the azimuthal quantum number, c ls
the energy parameter (c'= -sR'/2, s, B in a.u. ),
p =B(Zs -Z„) is a charge asymmetry parameter,
and A is the angular separation constant; in the
united-atom limit 8- 0, A takes limiting values
-I(I+1), I= lml, lml+I, ..., md the correspond-
ing 8, (q) are the associated I.egendre functions
P',"'(q) (we label the eigenstates at all 8 with l, m).
We remove azimuthal nodes by writing
but the proper choice for b is not b =c as in Eqs.
(6); matching the second derivative of h»(g) at
'9= 0 yields b'=A» [asymptotically, A» is well ap-
proximated by the series
A» = (c —1)'+ -'(c —1) '+ -'(c —1) '+ ~ ~ ~ (6)
so that b-c when R , as the LCAO-MO result
predictsJ. Interpreting this zero-order form on
lines suggested by Eq. (3), i.e. , associating f„=+1
with e~ and f„=—1 with e +, we obtain the switch-
ing function
where (assume m ~ 0)
(1 r)»)h f„-—2(m+ 1)phd„
+f-[A,„+m(m+ 1}J+c'rP+Pq)h,
and b, has (I -m) zeroes (-1&q&+ 1). In this
section we consider the symmetric ease p= 0.
A. 82+ 1scg state
For simplicity me l.ook first at the case m = 0,
I= 0 where b,„(q) is a nodeless function. We have
already seen that in this case Eq. (3) may be
applied with at least some success. via the LCAO-
MO scheme; me nom look for a decomposition
b»(q) (I +G4U +G» I + + ~ ~ ) coshbr)
+ (G» l + G»0 + ~ ~ ~ )
slubber
~ (9a)
and the corresponding switching function is then
defined by
with PR=b The resul. ting values for P (e.g. , P
=0.456 at 8 =12.0 a.u. ) are in excellent agreement
with those determined by the optimization proce-
dure and also with those found by the LCAO-MQ
computations on the 1sc state described in Sec. I.
A numerically accurate representation of the so,
eigenfunction can be given in the form (cf. Sec.
11E)
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h«(r}) = cosh8«(q),
so that the switching function is just given by
f«(ri) = tanh8«(» .




and is found to deviate only slightly from strict
linearity (at most about 6%%u&& —see Sec. IIE below}.
All sr, states, as welL as pm„, d5~, etc. , states,
for which (l -m) =0 and h, is a nodeless function,
may be analyzed in the same fashion.
8. Nodes and the 2pc„state
Analysis of the 2po„state raises the problem of
nodes in h, (». Analogy with the srr, case suggests
two different zero-order forms, either
h'" = sinhbg ' (13a)
or
h"' = qcoshbg, (13b)
where we find (by matching the third derivative at
r)=0) that h'= 3h'~A„+2. Numerically accurate
representations of the Po„eigenfunction may be
based on either form, but they lead to quite differ-
ent switching functions: Again interpreting com-
ponents e'~ in Eqs. (13}as contributions, respect-
tively, from centers B and A, the corresponding




and the numerically accurate results do not differ
much from these. This shows very clearly that a
two-center decomposition —and the switching func-
tion associated with it—depends on the specific
form taken to represent the eigenfunction.
However, we find that the values P =b/A obtained
from Eq. (14b) are in excellent agreement with the
heuristic optimization procedure values for the
2Po„state. Moreover, calculations of the coupling
matrix elements obtained with the two types of
switching functions also lead us to favor the form
(13b) as the appropriate base for representation.
%'e find that for internuclear distances A &6 a.u. ,
couplings computed using either form are in rea-
sonably close agreement. However, for decreasing
f«(q)h«(» = (I +G,rl'+G, vp+ ~ ~ ~ ) sinhbg
+ (G,rP+G, rf + ~ ~ ~ ) coshbg (9b)
with h«(q) given by (9a). However, for reasons of
simplicity we have. chosen to represent hoo(» in
the slightly different form
g|0(» = cosh8„(q) (16)
is, again, a nodeless amplitude function and is
treated in the same way as the se states; the
switching function is
f, (»=tanh8, (»
and the deviation of 8„(» from strict linearity,
though larger than for so states, is unimportant in
Eq. (I'I) (see Sec. IIE).
C. General case
For general (l, m) (m ) 0) we write
(18)h, (»=11, (rl)g, (rl},
where II, (» is a polynomial of order (l —m), even
or odd according to the parity s of (l —m) (s =0, 1).
The (l -m) zeroes of II, (g) are arranged symme-
trically about r}=0, andg, (» is a nodeless ampli-
tude function like h«(rl). As R-O,
lim[(1 —t}')'~' 'll .(»] =(const'", (r}}, (i9)
which detex mines the limiting zeroes. Given the
zeroes of II& (q), we may determine the function
g, (», which we write as in Eqs. (10) and (16):
g,„(g)=cosh8( (». (20)
The switching function is then always of the form
f, (q)=tanh8, (».
8,„(q) may be written
8, (»=b, „r)[1+X,„(g')],
(21)
ll, couplings generated by (14a} rapidly diverge
from those computed from (14b}, and they become
very large even in comparison to the Nncozrected
PSS couplings, with singularities at 8 —0. This
behavior obviously arises from the singularity in
(14a} at q=O. By contrast, the couplings generated
by the switching function (14b) are welt behaved
everywhere and typically smaller than the uncor-
rected PSS couplings. Evidently also, the previous-
ly described problems with LCAO-MO calculations
on the 2po„state and the nonadiabatic couplings
are explicable in terms of these same ambiguities
of representation.
%e conclude that the appropriate representation
of the eigenfunction S, (» requires explicit fac-
torization of the nodal structure which is associ-
ated as 8 0 with orbital angular momentum of the
electron. For po„, dv„ f6„, etc. , states, this fac-
tor is just g, and we write
h,.(» = qg,.(6),
where
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FIG. 1. Parameter p vs R for five H2' states. Solid curves show analytical results. All data points are values from
optimization calculations {o, &, IE, values of Rankin and Thorson for 1s(T~, 2so~, 2pm„, and 3dg~; 0, 0, 4, x, as modi-
fied by inclusion of discrete-state coupling effects). Error bars indicate uncertainties in the latter.
and in essentially all cases (Sec. IIE) the linear





D. Switching function parameters b~
Characteristic parameters b, may be computed,
given the eigenvalues A, and the zeroes of II,„(q}
If s(=0, 1) is the parity of (l —m), II, (g} has (l -m
—s) nonzero roots in pairs r/', =+(I/D, }, s










[d, -O(c') as c'-Oj.
Figure 1 shows values of P, =b, /R vs R for a
number of H, ' states. For comparison, the values
found by the heuristic optimization procedure are
also shown and it can be seen that the agreement
is excellent (Rankin and Thorson's" values for
the Sdo state are the only exception).
For given (l, m), angular eigenfunction proper-
ties can depend only on the parameter c' =-eR'/2.
Figure 2 depicts (b, /c)s vs cs for those (l, m) of
common interest in H, '. Except for scr, and to
sortie extent pw states, this ratio is almost con-
rr
0.2 r




FIG. 2. {5/c) vs c for various {l,m) in H2+. Solid
curves, 0' states; dashed, x states; dotted, d6 states.
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stant for those c' values corresponding to inter-
nuclear distances R&12 a.u. in H, ', the variations
in P, which appear in Fig. 1 mostly reflect
bonding and antibonding effects on the electronic
energies c vs B. It is also interesting that (b, /
c)' is a much less strongly varying function of c'
than, either the separation constant A, or roots
parameter 6, . For small c',
(b, /c)'=1/(2l+3)+ C,c'+
for (l —m) =0, 1,
(25)
(I+m+1)(I+m+2)
(2l+1)(2l+2) (2l+ 5) ' (26)
but a more complicated result holds for (l —m) ~ 2.
Rational polynomial approximations to (b, /c)'
as functions of c' are given in Table I for the (l, m)
values of common interest. Except for certain
couplings involving do states (see Sec. IIF), this
information is sufficient to construct switching
functions and calculate ETF-corrected couplings
for H,' states.
E. Deviation of 0I~(q) from linearity
The purpose of this work was to construct well-
defined switching functions by analytical two-cen-
ter decomposition of the molecular states, since
the heuristic optimization studies clearly indicated
their existence. However, we have seen that the
concept of a two-center decomposition cannot be
uniquely defined by purely formal means; it de-
pends on the specific form chosen to represent the
eigenfunctions. This is clearly illustrated by the
case of the po state and the problem of nodes in
h, , but can be demonstrated even more radically.
For example, if we perversely chose to construct
h, (q) by taking symmetric combinations of the
one-center expansions of Eqs. (6), we would find
the resulting switching function is identically zero
everywhere. However, by the analytical procedure
described above —including the decision to factor
TABLE I. Rational polynomial approximations to switching function parameters (b& /c)2
=(2l+3) ~+c~F2(cm), where F2(x) =P(x)/q(x). P(x) and Q(x) are polynomials: P(x) =Q„P„x"
and Q(x) =Q„q„x".
l=o m=o (so) m=o (Po.)
n pn
0 0.14814815x10 ~
1 0.104 231 29 x 10 2
2 0.12519406x10 3
3 0.751 754 02 x10
4 0.20789689 x10 ~
5 -0.840 382 60 x10
&n
0.100 000 00 x10'
0.384 79915 x10
0.829 064 60 x 10 2
0.386 795 62 x10 3
0.16617914x10 4
n pn
0 0.228 57143 x10
1 0.721 57211 x10
2 0.230 721 83 x 10 ~
3 -0.47884684x10 8
4 0.235 773 33 x10
0.100 000 00 x10







2 0.755 5g0 94 x10 ~
3 -0.10931043x10 7
4 -0.408 022 29 x10
5 0.544 15120 x10
0 ()ufo)








1 -0.120 561 07 x10 3
2 -0.66556614x10 5
3 -0.102 240 79 x10
4 0.737 805 07 x 10
(frf)
&n
0.100 000 00 x10
-0.232 761 17 x10
-0.91146218x10 2
-0.545801 87 x10 4
l=l m
n Ptl
0 0.457 142 86x 10
1 -0.11724365x10 3
2 0.83627671x10 ~
3 0.933 746 54 x10
4 0.399 926 90 x10-8




0.276 182 60 x10 2
-0.421 85598 x10 4





2 0.66217065 x10 8
3 0.18781714x10 ~
4 -0.689 086 65 x10
gm')
0.100000 00 x10i
0.451 56736 x10 i
0.49020610 x10 3
0.211 012 04 x10 4
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Deviation of 8, (q) from linearity is depicted
in Fig. 3, which shows 8, (q =1)/5, vs c for
several (I, m). Behavior of the hyperbolic func-
tions should be kept in mind to interpret this
figure. A small deviation of 9, from 1,inearity
can be very important for an accurate descrip-
tion of g, (q) in Eg. {20), but unimportant for
predicting f, (8) in Eq. (21), since [tanh 8~ rapidly
approaches 1 for increasing (8J. For the po state,
for example, even though very large deviations of
8, (q) from linearity are indicated by Fig. 3,
errors in the switching function f„(q) arising
from the linear approximation are everywhere
less than 2.5%, and effects on coupling matrix
elements are similarly small. For highly excited
levels, the values of c relevant for the 8, colli-
sion problem are very small and the deviation of
9, from linearity is then small also. For the
study of H'-H collisions presented in Ref. 19, we
found that only for the 3', state does the devia-
tion of 8, (q) from linearity have a significant
effect on coupling matrix el,ements.
F. 3de& state couplings
Coupling matrix elements computed using the
exact switching function and using the linear
approximation to 8, (q) are compared, for two
representative transitions from the 3dg, state,
in Fig. 4. Use of the exact f~(q) substantially
reduces the size of the coupling 3do, -4do, but
has a smaller effect on 3' Isa coupling; also,
we found that convergence of cross-section
results as a function of basis size, is improved
using the exact 3do' switching function.
G. Svritching functions of Crothers and Hughes (Ref. 16)
and Ponce (Ref. 27)
rothers and Hughes llave computed corrected
coupling matrix elements for H,' by a procedure
based on Bates-MCCarroll-type ETF's for
approximate one-center fragments (as described
in the introduction to this paper) Although .they
criticize the idea of a switching function as
somehow implying a violation of the uncertainty
principle, it can be shown that their procedure
is equivalent to a particular choice for the switch-
ing function, in the low-velocity limit. We shall
illustrate this for the case of the pair of molecu-
lar states (1so, and 2po„) for H, '.
For this case, Crothers and Hughes construct
fragments
~z 2 (~»~+swapo„)~ (28a)
in the limit R ~, pz become 1s atomic orbitals
on nuclei B and Q. To these fragments they can
attach a single-center ETF,
(28c)
4 ~ = y~ exp[+(im/2g)Z(R)V r J, (28b)
where v is the relative nucl. ear velocity and
X{R) is an adjustable parameter which may vary
with A. These fragments are then recombined to
form molecular-basis functions for the close-
coupling treatment,
X»,~,~~ =2 ' '(@s z C„).
Finally, X(R) is determined by the Euler-Lagrange
variational method of Riley and Green, "and
Crothers and Hughes show a graph depicting X(R)
obtained for this pair of states.
If we expand Eq. (28c) in powers of the velocity
v we find, for X„, ,
X„, =y», + (im/2g)X(R)v rP„.,
+Q(im/25)zv" rj'P», + ~, (29)
and analogously for 2po„. The first-order term
gives rise to the lowest-order ETF corrections to
nonadiabatic couplings, and higher-order terms
to velocity dependence in these couplings, etc.
Comparing this expanion with that obtained using
a switching function explicitly,
= g», ex [p+(i m/2K) v f»r].
=y», +(im/2g)v f», ry»,
+g(im/2K)v f„,N]'P»~ + ~ ~ ~, (30)
the first-order terms are seen to be identical, ,
pl ovlded
f„.=~(R)(y„. /y„. ) (31a)
and similarly
f mp. „=~(R}(4»../42po„). (31b)
We may compare f„, with the analytical switch-
ing functions we have derived for the 1so, state.
The exact wave functions are separable into
radial and angular factors, so
f„.=~(R)[S„.{q}/S„.(q)][F„.(~)/F...,(g)] (32)
[E„(()are the radial functionsj. The radial factor
in (32) varies from -0.75 to -1.3 for g values
where g„have appreciable amplitude; for pux-
poses of comparison we have simply replaced
this factor by an average value of 1.0. The com-
parison of the remaining factors with our analyti-
cally derived f„, (8} is shown in Fig. 5 for R
=12.0, 4.0, and f0 a.u. The agreement is re-
markable, especially when the differences in
method used are considered.
For the 2po„state, Eq. (31b) shows that the
Crothers-Hughes switching function has a singu-
larity at q ~0. It belongs to the class of switching
functions we considered, but discarded, for the
2p „tates[aEq. (14a)]. Crothers and Hughes found
that X(R) as determined by the Euler-Lagrange






scheme decreases sharply to zero as R -0;
such behavior is necessary to avoid the singular
couplings arising from forms like (14a) and (31b)
as R - 0. The coupling matrix elements computed
by Crothers and Hughes for 2po„and 2p7t„states
are generally somewhat different from ours (see
Ref. 19).
We may also compare our switching functions
with some results obtained by Ponce" using a
FIG. 5. Comparison of 1so~ switching functions for
H&' at R=12.0, 4.0, and 2.0 a.u. Solid curves, analyti-
cally derived results; open circles, effective switching
functions of Crothers and Hughes. Also shown for com-
parison is an analogous function derived by Ponce (Ref.
27).
III. ASYMMETRIC CASE
These ideas may be extended in an approximate
way to an asymmetric system such as HeH". As
for the symmetric case, the nodal structure as-
sociated with orbital angular momentum is first
removed, by writing S, (g) in the form
&,.(n) = (I —n')™~11,„(q)g,.(q), (33)
type of switching function determined by the Euler-
Lagrange scheme. Since he uses Cartesian coor-
dinates for the electron, his velocity-field dis-
tributions are not strictly comparable with our
switching functions, but a general similarity is
observed between his function g,(s,R) and our
f(q) on the internuclearline, where ri =2z/R
(for q c 1), and 2g, is to be compared with f.
Ponce's values for 1so at R =2.0 and 4.0 a.u.
are depicted in Fig. 5, showing that they generally
do not agree closely with ours and those of
Crothers and Hughes. Qn the other hand, for the
2pg„state Ponce's function agrees at least
qualitatively with ours, since it generally re-
sembles the form (14b), even though the quanti-
tative discrepancies are similar to those shown
for the Iso, case. (In view of the approximate
nature of Ponce's derivation and his use of Car-
tesian coordinates, we do not agree with his con-
clusion that the switching function should properly
exceed a magnitude of unity; a comparison of
variationally derived forms using spheroidal
















FIG. 6. Parameters p& vs R for three states of HeH '; data points show optimized values for comparison.
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4
i
I I I I I ' I I I I and
g," (I4)ig, (n.). (34c)
3
HeH+2 The corresponding switching function would then
be
&0 f, ~(q) = tanh8, (I}—I}I), (35)
2po
I I I I I I I
2 4 6 8 'I
R {a.u. )
12
FIG. 7. Parameters go'~ vs R for three states of HeH ';
data points show optimized values for comparison. Note
behavior gp-R as R -0, as is appropriate if system
translates with center of charge in the united-atom
limit.
g, (II) =C, cosh8, (II —I},), (34a}
where II, is such that g,' (I},}= 0; 8,„may be ex-
panded to
8g =b, (I}—I4)+C,(I}—I}o)'+~ ~ ~ (34b)
where v, (I}) is a polynomial of order (l —m) which
reduces to the appropriate Legendre polynomial
as R - 0, and g, (I}) is a nodeless amplitude func-
tion, which we wish to represent in a suitable
two-center decomposition. However, in this case
the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions depend on two
parameters {c',p), and g,„(r]) is no longer sym-
metric about q=0; a corresponding variety of
plausible forms for g, (I)) may be suggested.
One scheme that appears to work fairly well for
the more genuinely "molecular" states is again
based on the zero-order form
g,' '=C coshb(I} —I} )
which leads to the switching function form used by
Rankin and Thorson" [i.e., Eq. (1}]. An exact
solution may be written as
and in many cases it is well approximated by tak-
ing only the linear term in Eq. (34b). For those
cases in which g, exhibits a minimum in the
range -1c g, & + 1, we find there is reasonably
good agreement of the parameters P, =(b~/R)
and g', , with those found in optimization studies
(including both continuum and discrete-state
couplings from the bound state in question). An
indication of this agreement is shown in Figs.
6 and V. States with genuinely two-center char-
acter are those for which g, lies between -1 and
+1, and in these cases it appears that an analysis
on the above lines is at least qualitatively correct.
On the other hand, states for which g, (rj) has no
minimum between the two nuclei (e.g. , nso, nPs,
etc. ) appear to be almost entirely "He atomic
states" in character, and for these cases we find
poor agreement between the parameters obtained
using this analysis and those found by the opti-
mization of couplings. Fortunately, for these
states the switching functions are very close to
the simple Bates-McCarroll value of -1, and
neither coupling matrix elements nor the calcu-
lated collision cross sections ' are significantly
affected by these discrepancies.
It can be shown that in the united atom limit
R-0 the bound electron should translate with the
center of charge, rather than the geometric cen-
ter, of the system ", for HeH we should then ex-
pect a limiting mean value of —~ for f, (q). From
the form given in Eq. (1), one might expect a
limiting value of zero, but, as shown in Fig. V,
we find that 7}I (as determined either by the above
analysis or by the optimization scheme) increases
very rapidly for small R; if g, -R as R-0, a
nonzero expectation value for f, (I})will result.
For the more tightly bound states in HeH" (1so,
2so, 2po, 2pv} we find that even at the smallest
internuclear distance we considered (R = 0.5 a.u. ),
the limiting behavior is not yet observed, since
the atomic orbitals involved do not fully overlap
both nuclei. For more diffuse states (e.g. , 3do,
3dv, etc. ), however, we find that the expectation
values of f, (I}}over these states appear to be
changing in a manner consistent with this predic-
tion; for example, (f&,) is decreasing from its
limiting atomic He' value of -1 at R -~, to a value
of --0.V at R =0.5 a.u. , and most of this decrease
occurs at smaller R values.
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